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Preface

This special issue contains extended versions of selectedworks and invited speaker’s contributions presented at the Third
and FourthWorkshops on Logical and Semantical Frameworks with Applications (LSFA 2008+09). The workshops were held in
Ouro Preto and Brasília, Brazil, in August 2008 and August 2009, as affiliated events of the Brazilian Symposium in Formal
Methods (SBFM 2008) and of the Federated Conference on Rewriting, Deduction and Programming (RDP 2009). Logical
and Semantic Frameworks with Applications is a workshop series which is dedicated to bringing together theoreticians and
practitioners in the field of computational logics and semantics to promote new techniques and results, from the theoretical
side, and feedback on the implementation and theuse of such techniques and results, from thepractical side. Thepaperswere
carefully reviewed by specialists, including members of the LSFA 2008 and 2009 Program Committees as well as additional
experts in order to reach the quality standards of TCS publications, for which the guest editors are grateful. In the following,
a short introduction is given to each of the six papers included in this volume.

Camilo Rocha, César Muñoz and Gilles Dowek, in ‘‘A Formal Library of Set Relations and Its Application to Synchronous
Languages’’, provide a library of set relations suitable for the definition of synchronous programming languages. The
authors state that several synchronous languages such as Esterel, Lustre, and Signal lack a formal framework for the
definition of their operational semantics that is general (or formal) enough that properties of a binary set relation such
as the asynchronicity, synchronicity, parallelism, and compositionality of that set relation can be studied. The authors
then illustrate the applicability of these set relations and their properties by defining the semantics of PLEXIL in rewriting
logic, a programming language recently used for defining operational semantics of several programming languages. For the
definition of the semantics of PLEXIL in rewriting logic and, more concretely, in the Maude implementation, the authors
need a serialization procedure, that is, a procedure for describing a synchronous set relation in terms of an asynchronous
set relation. This procedure is a cornerstone of this paper, and its correctness is proved.

Delia Kesner and Fabien Renaud, in ‘‘A Prismoid Framework for Languages with Resources’’, describe a family of lambda-
calculi with explicit substitutions, explicit copy, and explicit erase. Each member of the family is characterized by a
combination of zero or more of these three features. In particular, the usual lambda-calculus with implicit substitutions,
copy, and erase is a member of the family as well as the lambda-calculus in which all the three mechanisms are explicit.
These two calculi have been the subject of previous research, and some of the other calculi in the family are defined in this
paper for the first time. The calculi of this family are organized as vertices of a prismoid, which is an interesting organization
that helps one to see the relationships between them. The main results are general proofs of confluence for all the calculi,
and preservation of strong normalization. Simple typed versions of the calculi for which strong normalization is proved are
also presented.

The paper by Francicleber Ferreira and Ana Teresa Martins, ‘‘Recursive Definitions and Fixed-Points on Well-Founded
Structures’’, studies the problemofwhether Beth’sDefinability Theorem (BDT) holds for least fixedpoint (LFP) logic. A theory
Γ is said to implicitly define a predicate symbol P if the interpretation of P is determined uniquely by the interpretation of
other symbols in Γ . That is, any two models of Γ which agree on all interpretations of symbols in Γ other than P will also
agree on the interpretation of P . BDT states that ifΓ implicitly defines P , then there exists an explicit definition of P given by
a formula ψ such that Γ |H ψ . It is known that BDT does not hold for LFP restricted to finite models, and this paper studies
the case where no bound is placed on the models. The failure of BDT for LFP without restriction to finite models is proved,
and then it is shown that, for two restricted classes of LFP theories that contain a recursive statement for a predicate P , an
explicit definition for P can be constructed under specific conditions. The construction is based on the fact that a recursive
statement defines a set of fixed points, and if the theory implicitly defines P , then the interpretation of P within that theory
defines a unique fixed point. Since the only fixed point operator in the logic is the least fixed point constructor, the logic can
only capture recursive definitions that define a unique least fixed point.

Jonathan Seldin, in ‘‘The search for a reduction in combinatory logic equivalent to λβ-reduction’’, surveys an old problem,
namely to find a reduction in Combinatory Logic (CL) equivalent to β-reduction in λ-calculus. It is well known that there is
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an equivalence between CL terms and λ-terms, which in the left to right direction is based on the standard translation of
CL basic combinators (I, K and S) into λ-terms with the same operational behavior. The translation on the other direction
is not unique, since there are different ways of simulating λ-abstraction in CL. In the paper, all the different translations
proposed in the literature are illustrated. None of them makes a complete correspondence with respect to β-reduction. A
complete correspondence with respect to βη-reduction has been given by Curry, by adding to weak reduction the heuristic
abstraction rule (called here ξ ′-rule), but the problem of a complete correspondence with the β-rule, realized through
a decidable translation from CL to λ-calculus, is still open. The paper presents the properties which would be desirable
for such a translation, and then discusses all the different proposals that have been made in the literature, starting from
Curry’s proposal until the more recent ones. None of these proposals is satisfactory; in particular, none of them allows for
a full decidable syntactical characterization of irreducible terms. A discussion about how to explore this problem through a
machine implementation is then presented. While there is an implementation for βη-strong reduction, it seems difficult to
extend it to β-strong reduction.

The paper by Fulya Horozal and Florian Rabe, ‘‘Representing Model Theory in a Type Theoretical Logical Framework’’,
gives a nice contribution to mechanized mathematics: it takes classical first-order logic as a case study in using the Logical
Framework (LF) type theory implemented in Twelf together with the notion of signature morphism, implemented in an
extension to Twelf, to represent not only the proof theory of a logic, which is the LF’s original purpose, but also its model
theory. This includes formal representations of proofs andmodels, as well as the soundness theorem for proofs with respect
tomodels. The representation of model theory is done in two stages: first the axioms of first-order logic models are encoded
in (an LF encoding of) higher-order logic abstractly with respect to an external interpretation of sets, then a concrete
interpretation is given with an elegant encoding of ZFC set theory via dependent types.

Last, but not least, Luis Schechter and Marcelo Benevides, in ‘‘A Study on Multi-Dimensional Products of Graphs and
Hybrid Logics’’, explain a novel application of hybrid logic. The paper starts with a negative observation, first noted by van
Benthem, that intransitivity is not modally definable. Intransitivity is relevant because, in order to provide a necessary and
sufficient condition for a countable connected graph to be a product, intransitivity is used. Hence the modal indefinability
of this property indicates that orthodox modal logic is a poor tool for describing graphs. Indeed, the paper also shows that
no necessary and sufficient condition for graph connectedness is modally definable. The paper then picks up on a positive
result, namely that intransitivity is definable in a simple extension of modal logic known as hybrid logic. Moreover, the
hybrid characterizations is what is known as a pure formula, that is, a formula whose only atoms are nominals. This makes
it possible to apply general soundness and completeness results from the hybrid literature to provide axiomatizations for
very general classes of product logics.

We wish to thank the referees for their thoughtful reviews and all the authors for contributing their papers.
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